Abstract-Human users have a tough time remembering long cryptographic keys. Hence, researchers, for so long, have been examining ways to utilize biometric features of the user instead of a memorable password or passphrase, in an effort to generate strong and repeatable cryptographic keys. Our objective is to incorporate the volatility of the user's biometric features into the generated key, so as to make the key unguessable to an attacker lacking significant knowledge of the user's biometrics. We go one step further trying to incorporate multiple biometric modalities into cryptographic key generation so as to provide better security. In this article, we propose an efficient approach based on multimodal biometrics (Iris and fingerprint) for generation of secure cryptographic key. The proposed approach is composed of three modules namely, 1) Feature extraction, 2) Multimodal biometric template generation and 3) Cryptographic key generation. Initially, the features, minutiae points and texture properties are extracted from the fingerprint and iris images respectively. Subsequently, the extracted features are fused together at the feature level to construct the multi-biometric template. Finally, a 256-bit secure cryptographic key is generated from the multi-biometric template. For experimentation, we have employed the fingerprint images obtained from publicly available sources and the iris images from CASIA Iris Database. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The need for reliable user authentication techniques has increased in the wake of heightened concerns about security and rapid advancements in networking, communication and mobility [1] . Most authentication systems of today control access to computer systems or secured locations using passwords, but it has not been very resilient to attacks (can be broken or stolen). Therefore, biometrics has now become a practicable alternative to traditional identification methods in many application areas [23] . Biometrics, described as the science of recognizing an individual based on her physiological or behavioral traits, is beginning to gain acceptance as a legitimate method for determining an individual's identity [1] . Biometric technologies have showed significance in a range of security, access control and monitoring applications. The technologies are still new and rapidly evolving [2] . Biometric systems offer several advantages over traditional authentication methods, namely, 1) biometric information cannot be acquired by direct covert observation, 2) It is impossible to share and difficult to reproduce, 3) It enhances user convenience by alleviating the need to memorize long and random passwords, 4) It protects against repudiation by the user. In addition, biometrics provides the same level of security to all users unlike passwords and is highly resistant to brute force attacks [3] . Many biometric characteristics are being used today, including fingerprint, DNA, iris pattern, retina, ear, face, thermogram, gait, hand geometry, palm-vein pattern, keystroke dynamics, smell, signature, and voice [16, 17] .
Biometric systems that use a single trait for recognition (i.e., unimodal biometric systems) are often affected by several practical problems like noisy sensor data, nonuniversality and/or lack of distinctiveness of the biometric trait, unacceptable error rates, and spoof attacks [4] . A probable improvement, multimodal biometric systems overcome some of these problems by consolidating the evidence obtained from different sources [5] [6] . Multimodal biometric system utilizes two or more individual modalities, e.g., face, gait, Iris and fingerprint, to improve the recognition accuracy of conventional unimodal methods. Using multiple biometric modalities has been shown to decrease error rates, by providing additional useful information to the classifier. Different features can be used by a single system or separate systems that can operate independently and their decisions may be combined [7] . The multimodal-based authentication can help the system in increasing the security and efficiency in contrast to unimodal biometric authentication, and it would be very difficult for an adversary to spoof the system because of two distinct biometrics traits [15] .
Recently, multimodal biometrics fusion techniques have attracted much attention as the supplementary information between different modalities could improve the recognition performance. Many works have concentrated on this area [8] [9] [10] . In general, they can be classified into three categories: fusion at the feature level, fusion at the match level and fusion at the decision level [6] [11] . Fusion at the feature level involves the integration of feature sets corresponding to multiple modalities. Since the feature set contains richer information about the raw biometric data than the match score or the final decision, integration at this level is expected to provide better recognition results. However, fusion at this level is difficult to achieve in practice because of the following reasons: (i) the feature sets of multiple modalities may be incompatible (e.g., minutiae set of fingerprints and eigencoefficients of face); (ii) the relationship between the feature spaces of different biometric systems may not be known; and (iii) concatenating two feature vectors may result in a feature vector with very large dimensionality leading to the `curse of dimensionality' problem [12] .
One recent development, biometric cryptosystems [13] combine cryptography and biometrics to benefit from the strengths of both fields. In such systems, while cryptography provides high and adjustable security levels, biometrics brings in non-repudiation and eliminates the need to remember passwords or to carry tokens etc [14] . Of late, the enhanced performance of cryptographic key generated from biometrics in terms of security has obtained massive reputation amongst the researchers and experimenters [18] and in the recent past, researchers have attempted towards merging biometrics with cryptography in order to enhance overall security, by eliminating the necessity for key storage using passwords [19] [20] [21] [22] . Even though it is highly infeasible to break cryptographic keys generated from biometrics, the attackers are still in with a possibility of sneaking through cryptographic attacks. One effective solution with added security will be the incorporation of multimodal biometrics into cryptographic key generation; so as to achieve incredible security against cryptographic attacks.
Here, we present a proficient approach for the secure cryptographic key generation based on multiple modalities namely, Iris and fingerprint. Initially, the fingerprint features (minutiae points) are extracted from the fingerprint image by means of segmentation, Orientation field estimation and morphological operators. Similarly, the texture features are extracted from the iris image using segmentation, estimation of iris boundary and Normalization. The two extracted features, minutiae points and iris texture are then fused at feature level to construct the multimodal biometric template. Fusion at the feature level is accomplished using the processes namely, shuffling, concatenation and merging. Finally, multibiometric template obtained is used to generate the secure 256-bit cryptographic key that is capable of providing better user authentication and security.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A concise review of the researches related to the proposed approach is given in Section II. The proposed approach for generation of multimodal-based cryptographic key is illustrated in Section III. The results obtained on experimentation of the proposed approach are provided in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions are summed up in Section V.
II. REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCHES
A handful of researches are available in the literature for generating cryptographic keys from biometric modalities and multimodal biometrics based user authentication. Recently, developing approaches for cryptographic key generation from biometric features and authenticating users by combining multiple biometric modalities have received a great deal of attention among researchers. A brief review of some recent researches is presented here.
A realistic and safe way to incorporate the iris biometric into cryptographic applications has been presented by Feng Hao et al. [31] . A recurring binary string, called as a biometric key, was created reliably from genuine iris codes. The key was created from a subject's iris image with the help of auxiliary error-correction data, which does not disclose the key and can be stored in a tamper-resistant token, like a smart card. The reproduction of the key revolves on two aspects: the iris biometric and the token. They assessed the method using iris samples from 70 different eyes, with 10 samples from each eye. They identified that an error-free key have been created reliably from genuine iris codes with a 99.5 percent achievement rate. They created up to 140 bits of biometric key which is sufficient for a 128-bit AES. A technique that generates deterministic bit-sequences from the output of an iterative one-way transform using entropy based feature extraction process coupled with Reed-Solomon error correcting codes has been presented by B. Chen and V. Chandran [21] . The technique was assessed using 3D face data and was proved to reliably generate keys of suitable length for 128-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).
A biometric-key generation scheme based on a randomized biometric helper has been presented by Beng.A et al. [42] . The technique involves a randomized feature discretization process and a code redundancy construction. The former allowed one to control the intra-class variations of biometric data to the minimal level and the latter reduced the errors even more. The randomized biometric helper confirmed that a biometric-key was simple to be revoked when the key was compromised. The projected technique was assessed in the context of face data based on a subset of the Facial Recognition Technology (FERET) database. Sanaul Hoque et al. [43] have presented the direct generation of the biometric keys from live biometrics, under certain conditions, by partitioning feature space into subspaces and partitioning these into cells, where each cell subspace contributes to the overall key generated. They assessed the presented technique on real biometric data, instead of both genuine samples and attempted imitations. Experimental results have proved the reliability in possible practical scenarios for this technique.
A lattice mapping based fuzzy commitment method for cryptographic key generation from biometric data has been presented by Gang Zheng et al. [44] . This technique generated high entropy keys and also concealed the original biometric data. This makes it impossible to recover the biometric data even when the stored information in the system was open to an attacker. Simulated results have proved that its authentication accuracy was on par to the k-nearest neighbor classification. Tianhao Zhang et al. [45] have presented a Geometry Preserving Projections (GPP) method for subspace selection. It is capable of discriminating different classes and conserving the intra-modal geometry of samples within an identical class. With GPP, they projected all raw biometric data from different identities and modalities onto a unified subspace, on which classification can be executed. Also, the training stage was performed after having a unified transformation matrix to project different modalities. Experimental results have proved the effectiveness of the presented GPP for individual recognition tasks.
A fusion architecture based on Bayesian belief networks has been presented by Donald E. Maurer and John P. Baker et al. [46] . The technique fully exploited the graphical structure of Bayes nets to define and explicitly model statistical dependencies between relevant variables: per sample measurements like, match scores and corresponding quality estimates and global decision variables. These statistical dependencies are in the form of conditional distributions which are modeled as Gaussian, gamma, log-normal or beta. Each model is determined by its mean and variance, thus considerably minimizing training data needs. Furthermore, they retrieved the information from lower quality measurements by conditioning decision variables on quality as well as match score instead of rejecting them out of hand. Another characteristic of the technique was a global quality measure intended to be used as a confidence estimate supporting decision making. Introductory studies using the architecture to fuse fingerprints and voice were accounted.
An efficient multimodal face and fingerprint biometrics authentication system on space-limited tokens, e.g. smart cards, driver license, and RFID cards has been proposed by Muhammad Khurram Khana and Jiashu Zhanga [47] . Fingerprint templates were encrypted and encoded/embedded inside the face images in a way that the features does not get changed significantly during encoding and decoding. Experimental and simulation results proved that the presented technique was a proficient and a cheap alternative to the multimodal biometrics authentication on space-limited tokens without downgrading the overall decoding and matching performance of the biometrics system. A class-dependence feature analysis technique based on Correlation Filter Bank (CFB) technique for efficient multimodal biometrics fusion at the feature level is presented by Yan Yan and Yu-Jin Zhang [48] . In CFB, by optimizing the overall original correlation outputs the unconstrained correlation filter trained for a specific modality. So, the variation between modalities has been considered and the useful information in various modalities is totally utilized. Previous experimental outcome on the fusion of face and palmprint biometrics proved the advantage of the technique.
An authentication method for a multimodal biometric system identification using two features i.e. face and palmprint has been presented by M.Nageshkumar et al. [24] . The technique was created for application where the training data includes a face and palmprint. Mixing the palmprint and face features has improved the robustness of the person authentication. The final assessment was done by fusion at matching score level architecture where features vectors were formed independently for query measures and are then evaluated to the enrolment template, which were saved during database preparation. Multimodal biometric system was expanded through fusion of face and palmprint recognition.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY GENERATION FROM MULTIMODAL BIOMETRICS
Multimodal biometric authentication has been more reliable and capable than knowledge-based (e.g. Password) and token-based (e.g. Key) techniques and has recently emerged as an attractive research area [24] . Several researchers [45] [46] [47] [48] have successfully made use of multiple biometric traits for achieving user authentication. Multimodal biometrics was aimed at meeting the stringent performance requirements set by security-conscious customers. Some good advantages of multimodal biometrics are 1) improved accuracy 2) secondary means of enrollment and verification or identification in case sufficient data is not extracted from a given biometric sample and 3) ability to detect attempts to spoof biometric systems through non-live data sources such as fake fingers. Two important parameters that determine the effectiveness of the multimodal biometrics are choice of the biometric traits to be combined and the application area. The different biometric traits include fingerprint, face, iris, voice, hand geometry, palmprint and more. In the proposed approach, we integrate fingerprint and iris features for cryptographic key generation. The use of multimodal biometrics for key generation provides better security, as it is made difficult for an intruder to spool multiple biometric traits simultaneously. Moreover, the incorporation of biometrics into cryptography shuns the need to remember or carry long passwords or keys. The steps involved in the proposed multimodal-based approach for cryptographic key generation are, 1) Feature extraction from fingerprint.
2) Feature extraction from iris.
3) Fusion of fingerprint and iris features.
4) Generation of cryptographic key from fused features.

A. Minutiae Points Extraction from Fingerprints
This sub-section describes the process of extracting the minutiae points from the fingerprint image. We chose fingerprint biometrics chiefly because of its two significant characteristics: uniqueness and permanence (ability to remain unchanged over the lifetime). A fingerprint can be described as a pattern of ridges and valleys found on the surface of a fingertip. The ridges of the finger form the so-called minutiae points: ridge endings (terminals of ridge lines) and ridge bifurcations (fork-like structures) [26] . These minutiae points serve as an important means of fingerprint recognition. The steps involved in the proposed approach for minutiae extraction are as follows,
1) Preprocessing:
The fingerprint image is first preprocessed by using the following methods,
• Histogram Equalization
•
Wiener Filtering
Histogram Equalization: Histogram equalization (HE) is a very common technique for enhancing the contrast of an image. Here, the basic idea is to map the gray levels based on the probability distribution of the input gray levels. HE flattens and stretches the dynamic range of the image's histogram resulting in overall contrast improvement of the image [32] . 
. L is the input fingerprint image intensity level [33] .
Wiener filtering: Wiener filtering improves the legibility of the fingerprint without altering its ridge structures [34] . The filter is based on local statistics estimated from a local neighborhood η of size 3 3× of each pixel, and is given by the following equation: , n n [35] .
2) Segmentation:
The fingerprint image obtained after preprocessing is of high contrast and enhanced visibility. The next step is to segment the preprocessed fingerprint image. First, the fingerprint image is divided into non-overlapping blocks of size 16x16. Subsequently, the gradient of each block is calculated. The standard deviation of gradients in X and Y direction are then computed and summed. If the resultant value is greater than the threshold value the block is filled with ones, else the block is filled with zeros.
3) Orientation Field Estimation: A fingerprint orientation field is defined as the local orientation of the ridge-valley structures [27] . To obtain reliable ridge orientations, the most common approach is to go through the gradients of gray intensity. In the gradient-based methods, gradient vectors 
4) Image Enhancement:
It would be desirable to enhance the fingerprint image further prior to minutiae extraction. The fingerprint image enhancement is achieved by using,
• Gaussian Low-Pass Filter
• Gabor Filter
Gaussian Low-Pass Filter: The Gaussian low-pass filter is used as to blur an image. The Gaussian filter generates a `weighted average' of each pixel's neighborhood, with, the average weighted more towards the value of the central pixels. Because of this, gentler smoothing and edge preserving can be achieved. The Gaussian filter uses the following 2-D distribution as a point-spread function, and is achieved by the convolution [28] .
Where, σ is the standard deviation of the distribution.
Gabor Filter: Mostly used contextual filter [29] for fingerprint image enhancement is Gabor filter proposed by Hong, Wan, and Jain [30] . Gabor filters have both frequencyselective and orientation-selective properties and they also have optimal joint resolution in both spatial and frequency domains. 
5) Minutiae extraction:
The process of minutiae point extraction is carried out in the enhanced fingerprint image. The steps involved in the extraction process are,
• Binarization
•
Morphological Operators
Binarization: Binarization is the process of converting a grey level image into a binary image. It improves the contrast between the ridges and valleys in a fingerprint image, and thereby facilitates the extraction of minutiae. The grey level value of each pixel in the enhanced image is examined in the binarization process. If the grey value is greater than the global threshold, then the pixel value is set to a binary value one; or else, it is set to zero. The output of binarization process is a binary image containing two levels of information, the foreground ridges and the background valleys. The minutiae extraction algorithms are good operating on binary images where there are only two levels of interest: the black pixels that denote ridges, and the white pixels that denote valleys.
Morphological Operations:
Following the binarization process, morphological operators are applied to the binarized fingerprint image. The objective of the morphological operations is to eliminate obstacles and noise from the image. Furthermore, the unnecessary spurs, bridges and line breaks are removed by these operators. The process of removal of redundant pixels till the ridges become one pixel wide is facilitated by ridge thinning. The Ridge thinning algorithm utilized for Minutiae points' extraction in the proposed approach has been employed by the authors of [36] . The image is first divided into two dissimilar subfields that resemble a checkerboard pattern. In the first sub iteration, the pixel p from the initial subfield is erased only when all three conditions, G1, G2, and G3 are satisfied. While, in the second sub iteration, the pixel p from the foremost subfield is erased when all three conditions, G1, G2, and G3' are satisfied. ) (
The resultant fingerprint image produced by the morphological thinning algorithm composes of ridges each one pixel wide. This improves the visibility of the ridges and enables effective and effortless of minutiae points.
B. Feature Extraction from Iris
The process of extracting features from the iris image is discussed in this sub-section. Iris recognition has been recognized as an effective means for providing user authentication. One important characteristic of the iris is that, it is so unique that no two irises are alike, even among identical twins, in the entire human population [37] . The human iris, an annular part between the pupil (generally, appearing black in an image) and the white sclera has an extraordinary structure and offers a plenty of interlacing minute characteristics such as freckles, coronas, stripes and more. These visible characteristics, which are generally called the texture of the iris, are unique to each subject [38] . The steps involved in the feature extraction process of the iris image are given below.
1) Segmentation:
Iris segmentation is an essential module in iris recognition because it defines the effective image region used for subsequent processing such as feature extraction. Generally, the process of iris segmentation is composed of two steps 1) Estimation of iris boundary and 2) Noise removal.
Estimation of iris boundary:
For boundary estimation, the iris image is first fed to the canny algorithm which generates the edge map of the iris image. The detected edge map is then used to locate the exact boundary of pupil and iris using Hough transform.
• Canny edge detection
The Canny edge detection operator was developed by John F. Canny in 1986. It uses a multi-stage algorithm to detect a wide range of edges in images. Canny edge detection starts with linear filtering to compute the gradient of the image intensity distribution function and ends with thinning and thresholding to obtain a binary map of edges. One significant feature of the Canny operator is its optimality in handling noisy images as the method bridges the gap between strong and weak edges of the image by connecting the weak edges in the output only if they are connected to strong edges. Therefore, the edges will probably be the actual ones. Hence compared to other edge detection methods, the canny operator is less fooled by spurious noise [39] .
• Hough Transform
The classical Hough transform was concerned with the identification of lines in the image, but later, the Hough transform has been extended to identify positions of arbitrary shapes, most commonly circles or ellipses. From the edge map obtained, votes are cast in Hough space for the parameters of circles passing through each edge point. These parameters are the centre coordinates x and y, and the radius r, which are able to define any circle according to the equation, 2 2 2 r y x = + 2010 A maximum point in the Hough space will correspond to the radius and centre coordinates of the circle best defined by the edge points.
Isolation of Eyelids and Eyelashes:
In general, the eyelids and eyelashes occlude the upper and lower parts of the iris region. In addition, specular reflections can occur within the iris region corrupting the iris pattern. The removal of such noises is also essential for obtaining reliable iris information.
• Eyelids are isolated by fitting a line to the upper and lower eyelid using the linear Hough transform. A second horizontal line is then drawn, which intersects with the first line at the iris edge that is closest to the pupil; the second horizontal line allows maximum isolation of eyelid region.
• The eyelashes are quite dark compared with the surrounding eyelid region. Therefore, thresholding is used to isolate eyelashes.
2) Iris Normalization: Once the iris image is efficiently localized, then the next step is to transform it into the rectangular sized fixed image. The transformation process is carried out using the Daugman's Rubber Sheet Model.
Daugman's Rubber Sheet Model: Normalization process involves unwrapping the iris and converting it into its polar equivalent. It is done using Daugman's Rubber sheet model [40] and is shown in figure. For every pixel in the iris, an equivalent position is found out on polar axes. The process comprises of two resolutions: Radial resolution, which is the number of data points in the radial direction and Angular resolution, which is the number of radial lines generated around iris region. Using the following equation, the iris region is transformed to a 2D array with horizontal dimensions of angular resolution and vertical dimension of radial resolution. 
3) Extraction of iris texture:
The normalized 2D form image is broken up into 1D signal, and these signals are used to convolve with 1D Gabor wavelets. The frequency response of a Log-Gabor filter is given as,
f represents the centre frequency, and σ gives the bandwidth of the filter [41] .
The Log-Gabor filter outputs the biometric feature (texture properties) of the iris.
C. Fusion of Fingerprint and Iris Features
We have at hand two sets of features namely, 1) Fingerprint features and 2) Iris features. The next step is to fuse the two sets of features at the feature level to obtain a multimodal biometric template that can perform biometric authentication. figure 3 . Finally, the generated 256-bit cryptographic key obtained from the proposed approach is depicted in figure 4 . In this paper, we have attempted to generate a secure cryptographic key by incorporating multiple biometrics modalities of human being, so as to provide better security. An efficient approach for generation of secure cryptographic key based on multimodal biometrics (Iris and fingerprint) has been presented in this paper. The proposed approach has composed of three modules namely, 1) Feature extraction, 2) Multimodal biometric template generation and 3) Cryptographic key generation. Firstly, the features, minutiae points and texture properties have been extracted from the fingerprint and iris images respectively. Then, the extracted features have been combined together at the feature level to obtain the multibiometric template. Lastly, a 256-bit secure cryptographic key has been generated from the multi-biometric template. For experimentation, we have employed the fingerprint images obtained from publicly available sources and the iris images from CASIA Iris Database. The experimental results have demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed approach to produce user-specific strong cryptographic keys.
